Fine structure of the elasmobranch renal tubule: neck and proximal segments of the little skate.
This is the first in a series of studies that examines the renal tubular ultrastructure of elasmobranch fish. Each subdivision of the neck segment and proximal segment of the renal tubule of the little skate (Raja erinacea) has been investigated using electron microscopy of thin sections and freeze-fracture replicas. Flagellar cells, characterized by long, wavy, flagellar ribbons, were observed in both nephron segments. They were found predominantly in the first subdivision of the neck segment, which suggests that propulsion of the glomerular filtrate is a primary function of this part of the renal tubule. In the non-flagellar cells of the neck segment (subdivisions I and II), there were bundles of microfilaments, a few apical cell projections, and, in subdivision II, numerous autophagosomes. In the proximal segment, the non-flagellar cells varied in size, being low in subdivision I, cuboidal in II, tall columnar in III, and again low in IV. Apical cell projections were low and scattered in subdivisions I and IV and were highest in III where the basolateral plasma membrane was extremely amplified by cytoplasmic projections. Furthermore, in these cells the mitochondria were numerous with an extensive matrix and short cristae. A network of tubules of the endoplasmic reticulum characterized the apical region of the non-flagellar cells in subdivisions I, II, and IV. In the late part of subdivision II and the early part of III, the cells were characterized by numerous coated pits and vesicles, large subluminal vacuoles, and basally located dense bodies, all of which are structures involved in receptor-mediated endocytosis. Freeze-fracture replicas revealed gap junctions restricted to the cells of the first three subdivisions of the proximal segment. The zonulae occludentes were not different in the neck and proximal segments, being composed of several strands, suggesting a moderately leaky paracellular pathway.